Quick-Hook Stake Driver
(does not include air hammer)

Call Us Today!
To learn how WeedEnder can
work for you.
How Do I Order?
Please call our Customer Service hotline. We
can issue you a quote and supply you
ordering information.

Customer Service
800-542-7011 or
910-483-5016
Fax: 910-483-0784
Email: Info@uteck.com
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Hook Stake
Cartridges

Check out our websites:
www.WeedEnder.com
www.UTECK.com

Air Hammer

120 Stakes per box
30 Stakes per cartridge
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Quick-Hook Stake Driver
complete with Air Hammer
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P.O. Box 2484, Fayetteville, NC 28302

800-542-7011 Fax: 910-483-0784
To receive additional copies of this literature, please ask for:
“Quick-Hook Stake Driver”: TRB-1939-G-9/09

www.WeedEnder.com and www.UTECK.com

®

WeedEnder Stake Installation Just Got Easier!
®

®

UTECK's WeedEnder line has added an excellent time saving tool for use in conjunction with our WeedEnder
material. The Quick Hook Stake Driver is designed to cut installation by 80%!
the ground and through the WeedEnder®
material by hand. This is especially effective if
®
you are installing miles of WeedEnder under
new or existing guardrail. With our Quick-Hook
Stake Driver you have just the right amount of
driving power you need, every installation.

Features:

Constructed of 16 gauge steel, the Quick-Hook
Stake Driver features a ¾” driving rod made of
hardened cold roll steel and is machined to fit
any standard air hammer. Two nylon bushings
ensure a smooth glide. A light push down while
squeezing the trigger on the air hammer is all
you need to activate the driver. Once the stake
has been fully inserted simply release the air

• Significantly reduces installation time
• Can be used in a variety of soil
conditions
• Reduces labor required for
installation

The Quick-Hook Stake Driver is 4X
Faster Than Manual Staking!

Air hammer
Connector Stem

• Reduces fatigue
We have had excellent results installing
®
WeedEnder in the past by manually
inserting each hook stake with elbow
grease and a hammer. While this is still a
very good method of installation we are
always looking for better and quicker
ways of installation. U-TECK has come
up with a faster way to insert the
®
WeedEnder hook stakes by creating a
custom-made, pneumatic powered tool
specifically for this purpose. Introducing
the NEW! Quick-Hook Stake Driver!
The Quick-Hook Stake Driver provides
pneumatic driving of our custom
WeedEnder® hook stakes to minimize the
time required to drive the hook stakes into
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hammer trigger and pull it back up to the
original starting position and a new Hook
Stake will automatically index into the
ready position. The driver holds a
maximum of one cartridge at a time. We
offer 30 stakes per cartridge, and 120
stakes per box. (Standard, loose stakes
may not be used in the stake driver, only
stakes in cartridge form).
We, at U-TECK, know your time is money
so we are constantly searching for new
ways to help you, our customer, perform
your jobs more quickly and efficiently
without cutting corners on quality or user
safety. The Quick Hook Stake Driver is a
custom-made, pneumatic powered tool
specifically designed for this purpose.

